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                     The World Karate-do Traditional Confederation -

  

   WKTC was founded on 20/07/2013 in Brazil by a small group of great masters and
creators of tennis lovers from various countries and they suck karate and has the form
as your way of life.

  

                                       

  

    We need to create the WKTC, for various reasons, and among them to offer the space to
other organizations participating in the World Karate.

  

     Much of the current International Karate Organizations are in the majority or closed groups
that accepts only one organization or are an organization that accepts only pure style or
multi-style groups that accept only one federation per country.

  

    Therefore, many federations and associations are left outside world International Karate.
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The WKTC offers an important option for these groups in all different styles and federations can
join an organization with global fraternity, with friendship and marriage, work correctly and
without compromising your style or size. In order that there are opportunities for everyone,
WKTC accepts more than one federation or association per country. 

  

  The goal is WKTC regular spread and feed with a greater force in the Karate world from a point of education, culture and sports, and
with good manners and preserving the traditions of the various forms of karate, promoting ethics and morality through Karate-do,
also promoting technical seminars, internships, championships and all that is needed to encourage the spread of Karate-do in the
world and to promote a better beneficial and friendly relations among its members on all continents.
  

An y federation Karate nonprofit that is regular in their countries, besides as federations,
associations and other groups can be members of WKTC for both even just being regular in
their countries.

  

However, they must have legal status, a democratic structure and in accordance with the
objectives and purposes of WKTC.

  

The WKTC not judge or interfere with the internal structures or policies of its members. The
WKTC accepts all federations to comply with the rules WKTC and treats all members with equal
respect.

  

WKTC want to reach the maximum of federations, associations on every continent
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***

  

This  is   a model of the arena (aria) the Committee to be used in the karate world
championships WKTC.

  

  

This model is to be used in the finals of the Committee of the World Karate-do Traditional
Confederation.

  

  

All Countries affiliates can condidatar to make the world championship in his country, the
country concerned to contact the requesting WKTC World Championship event.

  

  

Chagar when the time is right we will put on the website the rules and regulations of the events,
world karate championships WKTC.
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      -- http://www.wktc.org
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